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INTRODUCTION 
The Navier-Stokes equations are nonlinear partial differential equations 
describing the phenomena of fluid flow. They apply to problems as diverse 
as flow of air around aircraft, airflow in ramjet or scramjet engines, and 
blood circulation (with modifications considering elastic artery walls, etc.). 
A complete solution under hypersonic flow conditions could lead to air- 
craft velocities of Mach 10 to 20 and achieve single-stage-to-orbital f ight. 
These equations have defied analytical solution for a century and analytical 
approaches have been replaced by numerical methods which discretize the 
problem and lead to severe problems of computational time on supercom- 
puters. 
Recently, the decomposition method [ 1,2] has made it possible to avoid 
the discretized methods which lead to the massive computational 
requirements in solving such equations. Because Richard Bellman devoted 
much effort and research to efficient use of computers [3] and because of 
his strong interest in the decomposition method and encouragement of its 
application to physics and engineering [2], it seemed appropriate to 
include a selected application in a volume honoring his memory. This and 
other applications to frontier problems of physics appear in [4]. 
Since it is now possible to solve nonlinear, and nonlinear stochastic, par- 
tial differential equation systems without a need for linearization or 
assumptions of “weak” nonlinearity, “small” fluctuations, and dis- 
cretization, our objective will be to seek continuous, verifiable, analytic 
solutions without the massive printouts and restrictive assumptions which 
necessarily change the physical problem into a mathematically tractable 
and different problem not yielding the same solution. 
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In specific problems many forms are considered which are simplified. 
One of these, for example, is a nonlinear convection-diffusion partial dif- 
ferential equation (in two dimensions). 
and &/8x + &/a~ = 0. Here u and v are components of the velocity vector, 
p is pressure, R is the Reynold’s number, and F, and F:, are source terms. 
Our objectives are rather general, so we will consider more general forms. 
ANALYSIS 
Consider a Cartesian system of x, J, 2 axes with unit vectors i,.i, k’ with k^ 
upwards, i toward the east and j toward the north, fixed on the surface of 
the ocean. Represent velocity by U with components u(x, ~7, : t), 
4-q y, 2, t), njx, y, 2, I). In general, pressure p, density p, viscosity p can be 
allowed to be functions of x, y, 2, t as well as co where WE (9, F, P), a 
probability space. The Navier-Stokes equation, including an induced force 
F and the Coriolis force due to the earth’s rotation Q, is written in the 
form: 
DU 
pTj;+2p(Q,x u)+Vp+iigp=F+~~v2u+(p/3)V(V9i) (1) 
where the hydrodynamic derivative DJDt is given by 
and the continuity condition is written 
~+pv.ti=o. 
Equivalently, 
au 
P~+PwV)u+2p(~xu)+vp+Lgp 
= F+pV2ii+(p/3)V(V+i). 
(2) 
(3) 
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Substituting the relationships 
i j tf 
(!2, x 11) = ct p 7 = i(/hv - yv) + j(yz.4 - CM) + /t(c(v - 024) 
u v M’ 
V2ii= iV2u+jV20+~V2w 
+k^ ug+v ( .- aw +11’ $ ay z > 
V”U = i V2u + j V2tl + L V% 
and writing the Navier-Stokes equation in component form yields a system 
of coupled equations: 
+ A’,“p 
si ap ai ,cip 
ax p !r+zp”~+s.up”z 1 
(4) 
8% a20 a% 
= F2+/I g+(?L’Z+s 
p did6 I [ +3 3,x 
a i ap i---u- 
a i ap a i ap 
a.v P ax 
+--v-+&+(7= 
ay P 84 1 
a2w a2,v a% 
= F3+p s+2+,;z 
P am a4’ 1 [ +- --- 3 azp at 
a 1 a~+gy~+i’,* 
+--u- 
azp dx azp i3y azp 1 a~ . 
APPLICATION OF THE DECOMPOSITION METHOD 
These equations can be written as 
Lu + R,(u, u, w) + N,(u, Ll, w) =g, 
Lo + R2( u, ~1, w) + N,( u, cl, w ) = g, 
LM’ + R,( II, v, w) + N3( u, I!, w ) = g, 
where we define 
R, = 2p(/?w-yv) 
Rz = 2p( p - cuv )
R3 = 2p(crr - Bu) 
343 
(5) 
The system of (5) will be considered for x, y, z, t 2 0 and initial/boundary 
conditions specified for particular applications. The nonlinear terms require 
409 119. I-?-?.3 
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the use of the A, polynomials and we write u = C,“=O u,, u = C,“=Oy,, 
W’ = IF= () IV, . The inverse of L is found most easily using the form 
L = L, + L, + L, + L,, solving for each linear operator in turn and apply- 
ing the appropriate inverse which brings in the initial/boundary conditions. 
The resulting four equations for each velocity component u, u, u’ are added 
and divided by four to yield an equation for u, one for V, and one for W. 
The (u,, uO, wO) terms of the decompositions are obtained from the initial 
value (or boundary terms) and the appropriate inverse applied to the forc- 
ing function. If we wish, we can consider the inverse of the multidimen- 
sional operator L, then we have Lp’g + the initial-value terms such as 
u(0) + m’(O) + . . . . Now that the (u,, L’~, ~2~) triad is known, we can obtain 
the (u, , u,, bvl) triad in terms of (uO, uO, ~1~). Similarly (uz, u2, w2) is 
obtained in terms of (ur , u, , IVY ), etc., for (u,, u,, ~1~) in terms of 
(&-I, u,-I, M’,-I ) for n 2 1 to some sufficient n for a solution to a desired 
accuracy. 
Let us consider some simpler cases first. The generally used methods 
write a (linear) differential equation of the form 9~ =x, invert to write 
y = dp ~ ‘x, and average as ( y ) = (2’ - r ) x if x is deterministic. Then if 
9 = L + d where L is deterministic and 9 is random with zero mean, we 
write Y-‘=(L+9)-‘= [Z+Lp’%‘~m’ L-l, use a binomial expansion 
and average, so (9 - ’ ) = [I + L - ’ (9L - ‘9 ) ] + terms which are drop- 
ped. If Y=L+W then 2’y=(L+9)p=x so y=L-‘x--Lm-‘2y and 
averaging does not yield a separation of the form ( JI) = (9 -‘) x or 
(Y ~~ ’ ) (x} unless fluctuations are assumed to be small (as necessitated by 
the binomial expansion above) or unless closure approximations are used 
(hierarchy method or smoothing method) which again requires fluctuations 
to be small. As the author has pointed out [l], hierarchy methods are no 
more than a perturbation method and will be avoided here. Because the 
Navier-Stokes equations are quite complex, let us begin with simpler but 
helpful models. 
(i) Solution of a simplified form: 
where F= (F,, F,, F,), $2 = (a, /3, o), U= (u, U, w). Thus 
i j L 
axii= c! /3 y . 
u u U' 
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Thus in component form 
$+~w--p=F, 
and we see that the curl operator generates a set of coupled equations. 
Define L, = S/h. 
L,u = F, + jhv - S’P 
L, u = F2 + yu - rxit’ 
L, MI= F, + m - flu. 
Define L,-’ as the operator jb [ ‘1 dt. Then L,-‘L,u = u - ~(2, 0). Thus 
u=uo-L,‘/?w+Lr ‘i’r 
L’ = [lo - L,- ‘yzc + L,~ ‘cm 
M’ = N’o - L,-‘clc + L, ‘flu 
where 
u. = u(i, 0) + L,- ‘F, 
u. = ~(2, 0) + L,Y ‘F, 
w,=w(.C,O)+L,-‘F,. 
We can also use the indefinite integral for L, ’ and write 
uo=&.U)+ L,-‘F, 
c,=a(x)+ L, ‘F, 
tvo = i(X) + L, ‘F 3 
where &?I), g(,Y), i(X) satisfy respectively Lu = 0, Lc = 0, Lw = 0 with 
appropriate initial or boundary conditions. Making the decompositions 
% 
u= c u,z 
n=O 
0 = f L’,, 
n=O 
x 
L1’ = c M’, 
II = 0 
346 
we now have 
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,fy”=u,-L,Ip f w,,+L;‘y f v, 
?7=0 n=O 
n;oL~n=ao-L;‘)f f u,+L;‘cr f w,, 
tZ=O PI=0 
n~olF.=ll.O-L;la f on+L;‘B f u,. 
t2=0 fl=O 
Now the following components are calculable 
u, = -L, ‘/3wo + L, ‘p() 
u, = -L;‘yu,+ L;‘aw, 
U’, = -L,‘av,+ L,-‘/h4,. 
Thus, knowing uo, uo, wo, we can determine Us, vL, w,. Similarly, we find 
u*, 02, 1~~ in terms of ul, v,, w,, etc., so that 
u,,+ I = - L, ‘/lw, + L,- ‘yvn 
V II + I = - L, ‘p.4, + L, ‘cm,, 
‘C,+ I = -L,- ‘clv,, + L, ‘pu,, 
for n 2 1 and components of U, u, w are determined to some n which yields 
sufficient accuracy. 
(ii) Returning to Eqs. (4) and assuming p = p = 1, Vp = 0 and 
neglecting the constant term, we have 
= F 
2 
+ a% I a% I a% 
[ a.2 ay* az2 1 
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We now rearrange these as follows: 
Defining 
with L,~ ’ defined accordingly as the definite integral from 0 to t, L,‘, L?~ ‘, 
L;’ as the two-fold definite integrations 0 to x, 0 to J, 0 to 2, respectively 
for initial conditions specified, we have 
CL,+ L,+L, +L,] u=F,-R,(u. L’, w-N,(u. D, w) 
[IL, + L, + L.,. + L,] II= F, - R,(u, u, M’) - N,(u, ~1, w) 
[L, + L, + L, + L,] )I’ = F, - R3( II, L’, w ) - N,( u, c. w ) 
where R, = 2(/Iwv - JT), R2 = 2(pu - u), R, = 2( CN’ - flu), and 
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For notational purposes we can, if we wish, define a nonlinear operator 
NC. ]= [us/ax +ua/ay + wapz] [. ] 
and instead of N,(u, u, w), N2(u, II, w), N,(u, v, w), we can write Nu, Nu, 
NW, so long as we remember that each of these depends on U, v, W. For 
brevity writing L = L, + L, + L,. + L; we have 
Lu=F,-R,(M,v,w-Nu 
Lv = F2 - Rz(u, v, w) - NV 
LW = F, - R3(u, v, W) - NW. 
Consider the first of these equations and solve each component of Lu thus: 
L,u=F,-R,(u,v, w)-Nu-L.,u-L,.u-L;u 
L,u=F,-R,(u,v, w)-Nu-L,,u-L;u-L,u 
L,u=F,-R,(u,o,w~)-Nu-L,u-L,u-L,u 
L,u=F,-R,(u,v, w)-Nu-L,u-L,u-L,u. 
Operating with the appropriate inverses L; ’ on the first equation, L; ’ on 
the second, L>:’ on the third, and L;’ on the fourth, we can write 
u=&+L;-IF,-L;‘R&u, w)-L,-‘Nu 
- [L; ‘L, + L; ‘L, + L; ‘LJ u 
u = qb2 + L,‘F, - L,‘R,(u, u, w) - L,‘Nu 
- [L;‘L,+ L.;‘L,+ L,;‘L,] u 
u = & + L;- ‘F, - L,‘R,(u, u, W) - L,;‘Nu 
- [L,:‘L, + L,‘L, + L,‘L.,] u 
u=$,+ L,‘F, - L-‘R’(u, o, w)- L;‘Nu 
- [L;‘L, + L-IL, + L, ‘L,] u 
where 4r, &, &, d4 are solutions respectively of L,u = 0, L,u = 0, L,u = 0, 
Lzu = 0 and constants can be evaluated from boundary conditions. In the 
case that only initial conditions are specified, we have 4, = u(.x, y, Z, 0), 
4* = 40, I’, z, f) + xu,(O, y, z, t), 43 = 4x, 0, z, t) +yu,(x, 0, z, t), 44 = 
u(x, y, 0, t) + zu,(x, y, 0, t). Now we add the four equations and divide by 
four. Letting 
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we have 
u=uo-(1/4){[L,‘+L,‘+L,‘+L~ ‘1 R,(u,v, W,} 
-(1/4){[L;‘+L;‘+L,‘+L=‘] N(u)) 
- (1/4){[L;‘L,+LI’L~+L;‘L;] 
+ [L.;‘L,.+ L.,‘L,+ L,‘L,] 
+ [L,‘L=+ L,‘L,+ L.,‘L,] 
+ [L-IL,+ L,‘L.,+ Ly’L,.]} u. 
Now let u=~~=~u,, t)=C;zou,, w=C,“=~ w,. Let N(u)=~;=,A,,, 
where the A,, are generated for the specific nonlinearity. Finally, we do the 
same with the equations for u and W. As discussed above, we already have 
u. and we find u. and w. in the same way. The following components are 
found in terms of successive triads, e.g., ( ul , u, , W, ) in terms of 
(uo7 uo, M.~) ,..., (u, + ‘, 0, + I) ~21, + , ) in terms of (u,, t’,,, ~2’~). 
Ifwe write L,~‘+L;*+L~,~‘+L~~‘=L~‘and L,‘[L, + L,. + L,] + 
L,‘CL,. + L; + L,] + L,‘[L; + L, + L,] + L;‘[L, + L., + 
L,.] = Lz we have 
- (a) L,’ f. A,,-(t) Lz f u,, 
?I=0 n=O 
- (i)L;’ f B,-(;,Lz f L’, 
n=O n = 0 
M’=M’O-(f)L;’ 
[ 
a f 11, 
?I=0 
-B f 4,j 
,z = 0 
-(i, L,’ f C,-(i) L, f w,, 
n=O ,I = 0 
where the A,,, B,, C, represent our polynomials for N, , N,, N, respec- 
tively. Now 
U ?l+1= -(a) L;‘[@,,-yun]-(+) L;‘A,-(t) Lzu,, 
L’,+ I = -(a) L;‘[yu,-cw,] -(a) L,‘B,,-(;) L,u, 
H’n+l = -(+)L;‘[au,-/?u,]-(~)L’p’C,,-(~)L2w, 
for n 2 0. 
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We observe that the equations are coupled in both linear and nonlinear 
terms. The polynomials A,, B,, C, for N, , Nz, N, respectively are found in 
the same way and we need discuss only one. Thus 
Nu=N1(u, v, MI)= f A, 
t7=0 
a a 
( ’ 
a = udy+v~+w~ u. 
) 
Using our previously discussed rule for subscripts, 
Ao=uo~uo+“o~Yo+wo-$o ay 
etc. Or, we can use the analytic parametrization scheme and write 
NM = C,“=. A,,l”, u = C;So u,jl*, v = x;Zo v,,J”, M’ = C,“=, ~,,jl” and iden- 
tify corresponding terms for Lo, A’,..., which, of course, yields the same 
results. As discussed in previous work, we caution the reader that II is not a 
perturbation parameter, i.e., it is not assumed small. It simply is an iden- 
tifier of terms. The B, polynomials replace the no, ui ,..., with vo, v1 ,..., and 
the C, replace the uo, ui ,..., with %lo, w ,,.... 
We emphasize again that we are solving an equation in the standard 
form Lu + Nu = g. Once it is solved, all equations in this form are solved. It 
is only necessary to use an invertible part of L; we use the highest-ordered 
derivative, define the inverse as the definite integral, identify the first term 
properly, and write the nonlinear term in terms of the A, polynomials. If 
we have a system of equations the procedure is similar except that we iden- 
tify a vector first term and proceed as discussed thoroughly in [2]. 
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL INVERSE OPERATOR 
Consider first the equation 
Lzc = F, 
where L = L, + L, + L,. + L,. Solving for each linear operator term 
L,u, L,u...., in turn, we have 
L,u=F, - [L.+L,.+ L,] II 
L,u = F, - [L,. + L, + L,] u 
L,.u= F, - CL;+ L,+ L,] II 
L,u=F,-[L,+L,+L,]u. 
Let us suppose that the initial condition terms vanish, i.e., the solutions of 
L,u = 0, L,u = 0, etc., vanish. Then 
u= L,-‘F, - L,-‘CL.,+ L,.+ L,] II 
u=L,‘F,-L,‘[L,+L,+L,]u 
u=L,‘F,-L,‘[Lr+L,+LJu 
II= L,‘F,- L-‘CL,+ L.,+ L,.] u. 
Adding and dividing by four: 
II= (+j[L.-l + L,’ + L,’ + L_‘] F, 
- (+){L,‘[L,+L,+L,]+L.; ‘[L,.+L,+L,] 
+ L,m’[LI+L,+L,]+L, ‘[L,+L,+Lj.])+d. 
Let 
uo=(~)[L,~‘+L,‘+L,~‘+L~~‘] F, 
ll,= -(b)(L,-‘CL,+ L,.+L_] + L.;‘[L,.+ L,+ L,] 
+L,‘[L=+L,+L.]+L-‘[L,+L.+L,])u,, 
UtZ+l = -($,{L;‘[L,+ L,.+ L,] + L,~‘[L, + L,+ L,] 
+ L,F’[L,+L,+L,]+Lz~‘[L,+L.+L,.])u,,. 
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Thus we can write 
u,= -($){.)(d)[L,‘+L;‘+L,‘+L-‘1 F’ 
fL;‘+L;‘+L,‘+L$ 1 J-1 
and 
u= c u,= 1 (-l)yp+‘{(L;‘L,.+L,‘L.,) 
n=O II=0 
+ (L,‘L, + L-IL,) + (L,‘L, + L;‘L,) 
+ (L,~‘L;+L;‘L,,)+(L,‘L,+L,‘L,) 
+ (L;‘LI+L,‘L,)}“fL,-‘+L,‘+L,‘+L;‘] F, 
so that the inverse L-’ = [L, + L, + L,. + L=]-’ has been identified as 
L-‘=n~o(-l)n(a)n+‘((L;lL~+L;‘L,) 
+ (L,‘L, + L=‘L,) + (L.;‘L, + L;‘L,) 
+ (L,‘L;+ L,‘L,.)+ (L;IL.,.+ L,‘L,) 
+ (L;‘L;+L,‘L,)}“~[L,-‘+L;‘+L,‘+L,’]. 
Now we can return to the Eqs. (4) 
Lu + R,(u, u, w) + N,(u, ?I, w) =g, 
Lu + R,(u, 0, iv) + N,(u, u, w) = g, 
Lw+ R,(u, v, M’)+N~(u, v, w)=g, 
and solve in terms of the multidimensional operator L rather than the com- 
ponent operators. 
Lu =g, - R,(u, u, cv) - N,(u, u, w) 
Lo = g, - Rz(u, u, M’) - fvz(z.4, u, w) 
Lw = g, - R,( 24 t’, w) - N3( 4 u, M’). 
One suspects that convergence may be more rapid with this procedure, but 
it appears easier to use the previous method and simply compute each 
component in terms of the previous one. 
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We will define 
ug=~u+L-‘g, 
vg=&+ L-Ig, 
U’o = & + L - ‘g, 
where d,,, 4,, d,, are the homogeneous olutions (see [2]). 
u=u,-L-‘R,(u, II, w)-Lp’N,(u, u, M’) 
I’ = 00 - L - ‘R,( u, v, M’) - L ~ ‘N*( 24, u, M’) 
Thus 
1%’ = 12’0 - L-lR3(u, v, w- Lp’N,(u, 0, tv). 
u, = -L-‘(2(pwo-?;oo))- L-,Ao(Uo, 1’0, wo) 
LlL= -L-‘(2(yuo-crwo))-L~‘Bo(uo, 1’0, w,) 
I(‘, = -J!-‘(2(av,-flu,))-L~‘c,(u,, vo, wo) 
L42= -L~‘(2(p12’,-yv,))-L~‘A,(uo. u,; vg, II,; b’(), w,) 
VI= -L ~~,(2(yu,-crw,))-L~‘B,(u0,14,;Ug,t’l;U’0,11’l) 
~~,=-L~‘(2(ao,-pu,))-L~‘C,(uo.U,;1!0,V,;It’0,\t’,) 
u,*= -L~‘(2(8~~,,~,-YLln-,))-L~‘An , 
1’,1= -L -‘(2(~u,~,-aM’,_,))-L~‘B,,~., 
)I’, = -LP’(2(c(Ll,_, -P44))-L-‘L,. 
The A,,, B,,, C, are evaluated previously. 
Returning now to the general (deterministic) equation (5), 
L,u+L.,u+L,,u+Llu=gl-R,(u,L~,M.)-Nl(u,v,~~) 
L,v+ L,c+ L,.v+ LZtl=gz-R,(u, c. w-NJz.4, L?, w) 
L,M’+L,M’+L,.M’+L,H~=~~-R~(~,~.,~,)-N~(~,v,~~). 
From (6) 
L,u=g,-R,-N,-L,u-L,.u-L;u 
L,u=g,-R,-N,-L,u-L>u-L,u 
L,.u =g, - R, - N, - L,u - L,u - L;u 
L;u =g, - R, - N, - L,u - L,.u - L,u. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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From (7) 
L,v=g,-R,-N,-L,v-L,,v-Llv 
L,v=g,-R,-N,-L,v-L,,v-L;v 
L,v=g,-R,-N,-L,v-L,v-L,v 
L,v=g,-R,-N,-L,v-L,v-L,v. 
(10) 
From (8) 
L,w=g,-R3-N,-L,w-L1,w-L,w 
L,w=g,-R,-N,-L,w-LL,.w-LZw 
L,.bt?=g,-R,-N,-L,w-L,w-LL,n 
(11) 
L,,v=g,-R,-N,-L,nl-LL?.ul-L,M’. 
Now the required inversions yield the auxiliary conditions whose 
functional form need be specified in particular flow problems. Thus, with 
the required inversions, adding the equations for each component 
separately and dividing by four, (9) becomes 
u=uo-($){[L;‘+L,‘+L,‘+L;‘] R, 
+ [L;‘+L,‘+L,‘+L,‘]N, 
+ [(L,-‘L., + L;‘L?. + L;‘L,) 
+ (L,‘L,+L.,‘Ly+ L,‘L,) 
+ (L,‘L,+ L,:‘L,+ L,‘L,) 
+ (L;‘L,+ L:-‘L,. + L=‘L,)]} f 24, 
n=O 
where u. contains the terms involving g, as well as the auxiliary conditions 
from the inversions. For simplicity in writing, let K= L; ’ + L,;’ + 
L,I’ + L;’ and G represent he terms operating on u = x;zo u,, thus 
Similarly, 
u=u,,-(d, 
1 
KR,+KN’+G f u, . 
n=O I 
v=v,-(a) 
i 
KR,+KN,+G f v, 
It=0 1 
w = M’o - (1) (KR? + KN, + G f wJ. 
II = 0 
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Thus, if we know u,,, u,,, wO, all other terms are calculable, each term from 
the preceding. It is not, perhaps, obvious from the above form written for 
simplicity, but the equations are certainly coupled since the R’s and N’s 
depend on all the components. Thus we determine the triad z+,, Us, u’~, then 
the triad u,, LJ,, M’, 
u,= -(~){KR,(u,,u,, w~o)+KN,(uo, po, wo)+Guo) 
11, = -($){KR2(uo, uo, w,)+KN,(u,, uo, M.~)+Gu~) 
w, = -($){KR&, uo, wo)+ KN,(u,. 00, y,)+Gw,) 
etc., to find all decomposition components of the velocity components u, t’, 
M’. We must now specify uo, LT~, wO, the terms arising from the inversion and 
the forcing functions which will also involve a one-fourth factor from 
the additions, e.g., of the terms of inversions in (9). Since L,= p(a/at), 
I!,-- ‘L,u = l/p jb (p(&/~Yt)) dt. If p were constant, we would have 
4x, ?‘, =, t ) - u( x, ,l’, r, 0) on the left and, of course. f., ‘g,. The 
u(x, J’, z, 0) + L;‘g, would be added to similar terms of the following 
equations (which involve second derivatives and yield two initial/boundary 
conditions each) and divided by 4 to get uo. Of course, in the equations 
involving inversions of L,, L,., L=, each yielding two conditions, we also 
have the p, which is not necessarily constant, to complicate the otherwise 
trivial inversions. To proceed in this (deterministic) version, we must 
specify the density and viscosity and carry out the above integrations. Then 
specification of initial/boundary conditions and the input g allows deter- 
mination of uo, L’~, wo, from which all other components are now deter- 
minable. 
STOCHASTIC MODEL 
The intrinsic nonlinearity has not been the only difficulty precluding 
direct analytic approach. An essential stochastic nature has also precluded 
understanding of phenomena such as turbulence. Of course, we are also 
proposing approximation, but not the commonly used approximations 
which change the problem to a tractable one, or which saturate users with 
printouts and computation and lose sight of analytical dependences. We 
propose solution of the nonlinear stochastic problem without assumptions 
of weak nonlinearity in small fluctuations, or discretization. If the result 
solves the real physical problem, converges, is verifiable, then a unique 
opportunity for advances in our understanding exists. The solution in [4] 
of the Burger’s equation provided one test of our analytic approximation 
(or decomposition) method since it can be solved explicitly by a change of 
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variable. Calculations by standard methods such as finite differences are 
constrained by computing time and required storage, with computational 
time sometimes rising to undesirable limits. 
Suppose we consider the equation when stochasticity is involved; we 
have 
Lu=F,-L,-Nu 
Lv=F,-L,-NV 
Lw=F3-L,-NW 
where we have defined N = u(a/ax) + v(a/ay ) + w(a/&), and L, L, , L,, L3 
are defined as before. Solving as before, we determine the components of 
U, v, w and write u = C,“=, u,, v = C,“=O v,, u’ = C,“=O MT,. Of course, we will 
take some finite approximation I$, = C::i u,, q5, = 1;:: v,, 4,+ = C::h w,. 
The quantities d,, 4,, 4, are given as a (finite) series of stochastic terms, 
since the velocity u or (u, v, w) may be random and the parameters in the 
equation may be random. Averaging 4,, ~5,, 4,,. we have the expected 
velocities (4,>, (A>, (A>, or (u), (v), (w), remembering that they 
are n-term approximations which can be carried further as needed. The 
second-order statistics then are found as in [ 11, e.g., the covariance 
function for u by considering the product at two time instants of u - (u) 
and averaging. 
We can now look forward to solving strongly nonlinear, strongly 
stochastic systems of equations, even involving delay terms and position 
and time variables x, y, z, t with very complicated boundary conditions 
(integral boundary conditions, coupled boundary conditions, etc.). 
However, it is important to realize that the Navier-Stokes equation is 
undoubtedly incorrect in the stochastic case and requires remodeling from 
the beginning. The deterministic case is a limiting case of the stochastic 
model; one cannot simply replace p, p, II, u by stochastic equivalents, just 
as when a wave propagates in a random medium, we cannot simply replace 
the velocity in the d’Alembertian with a stochastic quantity. Until current 
research on better models is completed, after which quantitative com- 
parisons are in order, we must proceed with the current model. 
If we write the velocity u(x, y, Z, t) = U(x, y, Z, t) + u’(x, y, Z, t) where 
v’=(l/r)J;‘;;;:/ u(x, y, z, T) ds or perhaps (u(x, y, z, t) ) is an expected 
or time-averaged flow and u involves random fluctuations from the mean 
and do the same with all other stochastic quantities such as p, p, etc., then 
products of mean and primed quantities are zero; but products of prime 
quantities, when averaged, can be very large and essentially couple the 
large-scale motions and small-scale motions. Large-scale motions on the 
rotating earth must take into account Coriolis force. If we consider only 
small-scale motions on a small part of the ocean, we can neglect this force. 
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Looking at the continuity equation we see that if dp/dt=O; i.e., if the 
fluid is incompressible, then the divergence of the vector field vanishes. This 
is a customary assumption in the derivations, and we see the div pu = 0 
instead of the hydrodynamic derivative V. pu + @/at = 0. If the partial 
derivative of p with respect o time is zero, then V. u = 0 (source-free field). 
(Vanishing divergence means II = V+ where $ is a potential function. Lines 
of I,!I = constant are called streamlines. V. u = 0 means that for a horizontal 
incompressible current field, au/ax + au/+ = 0 where u, v, w are components 
of u. Hence u = a$/ay and LJ = - a$/&. To get lines of constant $, we set 
d$ = 0 or (de/ax) dx + (all//a,) dy = 0, hence the inclination of the constant 
ti lines (dy/d.x), = ConSt = v/u which is the angle between current direction 
and the x axis.) 
A real ocean of course would not have irrotational or curl-free motion 
since frictional forces are involved. Curl is also called vorticity in 
hydrodynamics. In the curl-free, or vorticity-free, case for the current we 
have curl u = 0 hence u = V4, where 4 is called the velocity potential. (In 
the special case of a horizontal xy plane &/?x = &/a?, = 0, so u = @/c7x 
and u = &j/S?.) (If we have horizontal flow with a vertical velocity profile 
in which the horizontal velocity component u(t) varies with Z, the velocity 
at one level of a water particle is different from the velocity of a water par- 
ticle below or above it, so there will be a circulation in a vertical plane and 
flow will not be curl-free.) 
For a real ocean, quantities such as velocity, density, pressure, tem- 
perature can vary from point to point and may manifest violent fluc- 
tuations in some circumstances. The flow in the ocean (or atmosphere) is 
not laminar; it involves an irregular motion with rapid complex fluc- 
tuations in velocity which constitute “turbulence.” Treating these fluc- 
tuations as quantities to be averaged out to explain gross features is too 
simplistic and a full stochastic treatment is called for. Thus, we will let 
U, v, w be components of the velocity u and write u = (u) + u’. 
L’ = (1’ ) + v’, M’ = (w ) + u”, and let u’, u’, W’ represent he turbulent (ran- 
dom) so-called “small scale” fluctuations around the average state. 
Turbulent flow (at fairly large Reynolds numbers) (also called fully 
developed turbulence) is characterized by the presence of extremely ran- 
dom variations of velocity with respect to time and between points in the 
flow at a given instant. The amplitude of the fluctuations is generally not 
small with respect to the mean value, so perturbative treatments will not 
explain turbulence. The mathematical treatments of turbulence have been 
generally inadequate because turbulence is a strongly stochastic, strongly 
nonlinear phenomena and cannot be dealt with and understood with 
linearized models and “small” fluctuations, closure approximations, and 
perturbation theories. 
For finding averages from our hydrodynamical equations, we will avoid 
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the usual hierarchy methods, since the required closure approximations are 
a limitation to small fluctuations just as in perturbation theories. The 
classical hydrodynamical equations, including these turbulent or fluc- 
tuating terms, are said to be valid for the average, if certain terms are 
added to the average flow (“eddy functional effects”). This is an unrealistic 
mathematical artifice which neglects some possible fluctuations in density 
and pressure and is no substitute for a correct stochastic solution, yet much 
of the so-called theory of turbulence is concerned with the approximation 
of these added “Reynolds stresses” in the hope that certain properties of the 
(high wave number) spectra can be found from the mean motion. Tur- 
bulence can be thought of as that part of the fluid motion caused by the 
stochasticity of velocity u, pressure p, density p, and possibly viscosity and 
salinity. Thus, we must solve very complex coupled forms of the nonlinear 
stochastic operator equations such as we consider in [ 1, 21 in which dif- 
ferential operators involve stochastic process coefficients. From these 
stochastic equations we need to calculate first and second-order statistical 
measures; then we will have determined mean behavior and variances of the 
turbulence, for example. 
A close connection clearly exists between turbulence and the generation 
and decay of vortices and internal waves and propagation in a random 
medium since internal waves below the sea surface generate velocity fields 
as do collapsing turbulent wakes and disturbances due to undersea transit. 
A sequence of numbers representing observation of a quantity of interest 
at equally spaced time intervals is a realization of a so-called “time series.” 
Such series occur obviously in meteorological or oceanographic, economic 
and business, or physical observations. The underlying process is a 
stochastic process and the result of any continuous observation s a 
realization of that prosess or a sample function. The discrete, uniformly 
spaced observations simply yield the functional values of the realization at 
those instants of time or discrete numbers (or series of numbers at each 
time if it is a vector stochastic process). In geophysics, especially in 
oceanography and turbulence, these processes are non-stutionur? 
processes-not to be studied by power spectra for example-however, for 
simplicity, assumptions are made that the statistically changing nature 
occurs sufficiently slowly that stationarity is an adequate assumption. The 
Gaussian assumption is also standard-again, for mathematical rather 
than physical reasons and is not actually necessary to us. We need say 
nothing about probability density functions but only use statistical 
measures-xpectation and two-point covariance functions. (Probability 
densities are discussed in [ 11.) We will proceed then in our consideration 
of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
The vector equation can be written as a system of coupled nonlinear 
stochastic equations and solved as a coupled system as before. The A, for 
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Nii and MU are found in the same manner. With the use of the decom- 
position method, the resulting series involves stochastic processes and 
(using 4, as the sum of n terms of the series where n is the number of terms 
which provide a suffkiently accurate solution-generally a small number) 
we obtain expectation and two-point covariance from 4,. 
Proceeding then with the stochastic case which, as stated, should be 
remodeled, we write density p = (p) + pr where (p) is the expected value 
and p, is the fluctuating component. Similarly, viscosity p = (p) + p(, and 
p = (p) +pr (we will write p or p for the entire quantity). Defining now 
LU= (p$ 
&j= -(p)v2U+%‘(ti.v,,, 
3 P 
Nii= (p)(U~V)U+2(p)(B,xU) 
g~~-!vL!!Lvp-I;Rp 
3 pc’t 
which is in our usual form YU + .,4-G = g, with dpU a (stochastic) linear 
term and -+‘U a (stochastic) nonlinear term. The term 6pU = LU + Rii + &‘U 
where L is a linear deterministic invertible operator, R is the remainder 
(linear deterministic) operator, and &Y is a linear stochastic component. 
Similarly ,.C”U = Nti + .Mti, with N deterministic and ..I stochastic. At this 
point, it is clear that we can solve the equation since the equation 
Y”^u =Yu + I C’u = g has previously been solved. 
We will avoid many commonly used approximations, e.g., the 
Boussinesq approximation which neglects significant stochastic effects by 
dropping most (but not all) terms involving the random part of p. 
Although validity is claimed, the fluctuations in the coefficients of a dif- 
ferential equation do affect the solution process and statistical separability 
does not occur with the ordinary averaging methods used. 
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